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SWEET FEAST

A sweet wonderland filled with delicious treats and juicy rewards is all part of the fun and adventure when you spin the 
reels of Sweet Feast. This tantalizing slot will have you feeling like a kid in a candy store with its generous features and 
the possibility of winning up to 5,000x! 

Sweet Feast is a 6x5 candy-themed slot that gets your tastebuds buzzing with the Tumbling Tiles feature that occurs 
after every winning combination. The winning symbols are paid and removed to make way for symbols to tumble down 
and more possible wins. When all tumbles have been completed, all multiplier symbols on the reels are added together 
and multiply the winnings.   

Landing 4 or more Scatter symbols triggers 15 Free Spins but this time when the Tumbling Tiles occur, all values of 
any multiplier symbols are collected, and every win is multiplied by the accumulated multiplier for delectable payouts.  

Want to skip the main course and jump straight to the dessert? Use the Buy Free Spins option anytime and sink your 
teeth straight into the action.  

Satisfy your sweet tooth and play Sweet Feast now! 

GAME FEATURES

TUMBLING TILES

Sweet Feast pays for symbols anywhere on the reels 
and when a winning combination occurs, the winning 
symbols are paid and then removed. This makes way 
for symbols from above and new ones to tumble down 
for potentially more winning combos that pay again, 
and again!   

To sweeten the deal even more during the base game, 
Multiplier symbols with values from 2x-500x that are 
still on the reels at the end of the Tumbling Tiles 
feature are summed and multiply the payout. 

FREE SPINS

Get the Free Spins fun rolling by landing 4 or more 
Scatters which triggers 15 Free Spins. However, the 
real cherry on top during the Free Spins is that every 
Multiplier symbol value is added to the Multiplier 
meter and multiplies every Tumbling Tiles win for 
spectacular prizes! Landing another 3 or more Scatters 
during the feature awards an extra 5 Free Spins.  
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LANGUAGES

English
German
French
Japanese
Swedish
Czech
Hungarian
Simplified Chinese
Dutch
Italian
Slovak
Latvian

Russian
Finnish
Norwegian
Thai
Polish
Turkish
Portuguese
Spanish
Danish
Romanian
Bulgarian
Greek
Lithuanian

CONFIGURATION

PP_HTML5_SweetFeast96
PP_HTML5_SweetFeast96_Desktop
PP_HTML5_SweetFeast96_Mobile 

PP_HTML5_SweetFeast94
PP_HTML5_SweetFeast94_Desktop
PP_HTML5_SweetFeast94_Mobile 

PP_HTML5_SweetFeast88
PP_HTML5_SweetFeast88_Desktop
PP_HTML5_SweetFeast88_Mobile

For more information about available markets, contact your Account Manager.

GAME CODES

Game Name Sweet Feast 

Game Type Video Slot Game

Game Theme Sweets, Candies, Candyland 

Lines Anywhere Pays 
/symbols pay anywhere on the reels/

Reel Type 6 x 5

Winning Functionality Group Wins

Free Spins Symbol Yes 

Special Features •     Tumbling Tiles
•     Free Spins
•     Buy Free Spins
•     Boost Feature

Aspect Ratio 16:9

RTP 96.02%, 94.12% & 88.13%

Volatility Medium

Max Exposure 96.02% - Max multiplier: 5,000x /
Max win: €500,000

94.12% - Max multiplier: 5,000x /
Max win: €500,000

88.13% - Max multiplier: 5,000x /
Max win: €500,000

Hit Frequency 27.66% for RTP 96.02%
27.66% for RTP 94.12% 
25.95% for RTP 88.13%

Bet Values Min  - € 0.10
Default - € 2.00 
Max - € 100.00
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